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Abstract: The magnetic behavior of Strontium hexaferrite ceramics with nominal composition SrFe Ni Cr O12-2x x x 19

(where x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) samples are reported in this paper. Four samples were synthesized by the sol-gel
method.  The  XRD  analysis  confirms  the  single  phase  and  various  parameters  such as lattice constants
(a and c), are calculated from the XRD data. Magnetic properties, such as specific saturation magnetization (M )s
and coercivity (H ) are calculated from the hysteresis loops. Values of coercivity are found to increase up toc

the substitution level of x = 0.0-0.2 and then decreases continuously while that of saturation magnetization
decrease continuously with increase in Ni-Cr concentration. The results show that microwave sintering requires
about 75% less processing time than required by conventional method and still provides better magnetic
properties.
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INTRODUCTION stability and corrosion resistivity [3, 4]. For the

Ferrites are much used in permanent magnets market [5] is commonly employed that involves firing of a
because of their low price combined with reasonable stoichiometric mixture of Sr-carbonate and -Fe O  at high
magnetic performances. In such a context, a little temperature (~1200°C). Several cations combinations such
improvement of their magnetic properties is of great as Zr-Cd, Zr-Cr and La-Co have been attempted by several
importance [1]. The M-type ferrite crystallizes in a researchers [2, 6, 7] in order to improve the magnetic
hexagonal structure with 64 ions per unit cell on 11 properties of Sr hexaferrite.
different symmetry sites. The 24 Fe  atoms are distributed Microwave sintering process provides a lot of3+

over five distinct sites: three octahedral sites (12k, 2a and benefits, such as great microstructure control, improved
4f2), one tetrahedral (4f1) site and one trigonal bipyramidal properties of the materials and reduced manufacturing
site (2b) [2]. costs due to energy savings, lower sintering temperatures

Strontium hexaferrite is considered a material with and shorter processing times. Microwave heating is a fast
promising scientific and technological applications in the sintering process fundamentally different from
fields of telecommunication, data recording and conventional radiant element techniques in that the
microwave devices etc. Also, it has relatively high values energy can be addressed volumetrically throughout the
of magnetic anisotropy, electrical resistivity and Curie material rather than relying on thermal conduction from
temperature in addition to possessing excellent chemical the  surface.  Conventional  furnaces  heat  samples by the

preparation of hexaferrite, the solid-state reaction method
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surface heating mechanism and depending on the rate of Cr  ion. This is in agreement with the fact that all
heating; a large thermal gradient from the surface to the hexagonal ferrites exhibit constant lattice parameter ‘a’
centre can be generated within a sample, particularly with and variable parameter ‘c’ [11]. Moreover, the ionic radius
materials heaving a poor thermal conductivity. However, of Cr  and Fe  ions are approximately equal, this case
volumetric heating via microwave radiation ensures does not result from the effect of size of Cr . This is
uniform heating and almost no thermal gradient, which attributed to large ionic radii of Ni  ion (0.72A°) than Fe
allows higher heating rates and reduces the processing ion (0.645 A°) [12,13].
time [8-10]. In this paper, we investigate the Cr  and Ni2+ 4+

site preferences in BSF by structural, morphological and Surface Morphological Analysis: Fig. 2 gives HR-SEM
magnetic measurements. images of the SrFe Ni Cr O , with x = 0.2 and 0.8. The

MATERIALS AND METHODS size obviously tends to increase with Ni-Cr content. It is

The polycrystalline M-type hexaferrites having the encouraging grain growth. Same types of grain growth
following formula SrFe Ni Cr O , with x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 occur in Co and Zr substituted barium strontium12-x x x 19

and 0.8 were prepared by sol-gel based technique starting hexaferrite [14].
from metal nitrates and D-Fructose. Calcined powder was
compacted in a disc shape and and it was subjected to Magnetic Analysis: The effect of Ni-Cr ions on the
thermal treatments at 1150°C for 10 minutes. After saturation magnetization and coercivity of SrFe
treatment, the mass and dimensions of the disks were Ni Cr O  pellets are shown in Figs. 3. Coercivity
measured to determine the bulk density (  = m/V). The increased up to 0.2 and then decreased while Magnetic
structural analysis of the pellet was done by X-ray saturation decreased continuously with increasing Ni–Cr
diffraction (XRD) using a Philips diffractometer and CuK content. The behavior of these properties can be
radiation. The patterns were taken between 20° to 80° with explained  on  the basis of the occupation of doped
a step of 0.025°. The microstructure and crystal structure cations at different sites in the hexagonal structure of the
of the sintered disc was analyzed using High resolution ferrite.
Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM). A vibrating In M-type hexagonal ferrite, Fe  ions occupy seven
sample magnetometer (VSM) Lakeshore 7304 was used to octahedral sites 12k and 2a, trigonal site 2b with spins in
measure the magnetic properties of sintered specimen at one direction, two octahedral sites 4fI and two tetrahedral
room temperature with a maximum applied field of 15 kOe, sites 4fII with spins in opposite direction. Magnetization
in order to investigate the effects of Ni–Cr substitution on variation is related to distribution of substituent on five
the intense magnetic properties of the material. crystallographic sites, i.e. 12k–2a–2b (spin-up) and

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION up state reduces magnetization and it increases with

Structural Analysis: Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns of Ni  and Cr  ions occupying different sites in the Fe
the SrFe Ni Cr O  of the sintered samples. It is clear sub lattices based on the previous research report [16].12-2x x x 19

from the pattern that all samples are in single phase From this report, Ni  ions replace Fe  ions at the 4f2 site
(JCPDS# 84-1531) with hexagonal structure without for x~0.1 and at the 12k site for higher values of
showing any detectable impurities and there no unreacted substitutions. With increasing Cr content, the saturation
constituents are present in these samples. The change in magnetizations deduce from law of approach to saturation
relative intensities may be related to occupation of decrease but coercivities increase. The magnetizations are
crystallographic sites by substituted ions. closely related to distribution of Cr  ions on each

From structural parameters characterized by lattice crystallographic site and then magnetic dilution or
constants ‘a’ and ‘c’ (Table 1), it can be seen that the noncollinear structure (spin canting) with the substitution
value of lattice constant ‘a’ is almost kept unchanged but of Fe  ions by the lower magnetic moment ions. It is clear
that of lattice constant ‘c’ changes with doping increases. that the Cr  ions distribute on spin up Fe sites known as
It indicates that the change of the main axis (c-axis) is 12k and 2a. Furthermore, the enhancement of coercivities
larger than that of a-axis for the substitution with Ni  and is due to fine grain sizes.2+

3+

3+ 3+

3+

2+ 3+

12-x X X 19

grains are hexagonal shaped platelets. The average grain

thus, reasonable to note that the Ni-Cr doping results in

12-x

x x 19

3+

4fI–4fII (spin-down). The substitution of Fe  ions in spin3+

substitution on spin down state [15].
2+ 2+ 3+
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Fig. 1: XRD pattern of microwave sintered BaFe Ni Cr O  with different doping concentration12-2x x x 19

Fig. 2: FE-SEM image of BaFe Ni Cr O  (x = 0.2, 0.8 mol%) microwave sintered at 1150°C for 10 minutes12-2x x x 19
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Table 1: Variation of lattice parameters with Ni-Cr substitution
S. No Hexaferrites (1150°C) Lattice parameters a=b Lattice parameter c Lattice System
1 SrFe Ni Cr O 5.88 23.11 Hexagonal11.6 0.2 0.2 19

2 SrFe Ni Cr O 5.88 23.1011.2 0.4 0.4 19

3 SrFe Ni Cr O 5.89 23.1110.8 0.6 0.6 19

4 SrFe Ni Cr O 5.87 23.0910.4 0.8 0.8 19

Fig. 3: The specific saturation magnetization (M ) and the 1994. Hexaferrite contribution to microwave absorberss

coercivity (H ) of microwave sintered BaFe characteristics.  Ieee   Transactions   on  Magnetics,c 12-

Ni Cr O as a function of substitution content 30: 969-971.2x x x 19

‘x’ mol% at room temperature 4. Shrik,   B.T.   and   W.R.   Buessem,  1969.

CONCLUSIONS and SrFe O  single crystals. Journal of Applied

Remarkable changes in microstructure and magnetic 5. Radwan, M., M.M. Rashad and M.M. Hessien, 2007.
properties (Ms and H ) were obtained by the substituents. Synthesis and characterization of hexaferritec

A simple and economical route has been presented for nanoparticles. Journal of Materials Processing
producing  homogeneous  doped Sr-hexaferrite ceramics Technology, 181: 106-109.
by the sol-gel method subsequently low temperature 6. Javed, Iqbal M. and M. Naeem Ashiq, 2008. Physical
sintered at temperature of 1150°C. Substitution of Ni–Cr and electrical properties of Zr–Cu substituted
causes  appreciable changes in the structural and strontium hexaferrite nanoparticles synthesized by
magnetic properties of the strontium hexaferrite. The co-precipitation method. Chemical Engineering
substitution of Ni  and Cr  ions causes grain coarsening Journal, 136: 383-389.2+ 3+

and more expansion of crystal lattice towards c-axis than 7. Asti,  G.,  F.  Bolzoni,  J.M.  Le  Breton,  M.  Ghidini,
a-axis. The scanning electron microscopy reveals that as A. Morel, M. Solzi, F. Kools and P. Tenaud, 2004.
nickel-chromium concentration increases the average Magnetic anisotropy of La-Co-substituted SrFe O
grain size decreases. Coercivity can easily be tuned at ferrites. Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic
lower substitution level, with slight decrease in saturation Materials, 272-276: e1845-E1846.
magnetization at the same time. This substituted ferrite is 8. Veljovic,  D.,  I.  Zalite,  E.   Palcevskis,   I.  Smiciklas,
suitable for permanent magnetic applications at lower R.   Petrovic    and    D.    Janackovic,   2010.
substitutions. Microwave sintering of fine grained HAP and
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